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ABSTRACT
Due to the irregular and variable environments in which most construction projects take place, the topic of on-site automation has previously been largely neglected in favor of off-site prefabrication. While prefabrication has certain obvious economic and schedule benefits, a number of potential applications would benefit from a fully autonomous robotic construction system capable of building without human supervision or intervention; for example, building in remote environments, or building structures whose form changes over time. Previous work using a swarm approach to robotic assembly generally neglected to consider forces acting on the structure, which is necessary to guarantee against failure during construction. In this paper we report on key findings for how distributed climbing robots can use local force measurements to assess aspects of global structural state. We then chart out a broader trajectory for the affordances of distributed on-site construction in the built environment and position our contributions within this research agenda. The principles explored in simulation are demonstrated in hardware, including solutions for force-sensing as well as a climbing robot.
INTRODUCTION
Social weaver birds, beavers and termites are examples of nature’s most accomplished cooperative builders, achieving large and resilient structures through parallel execution of simple tasks. Advances in electronics, sensing technologies, manufacturing methods and agent-based computation have only recently validated the feasibility of emulating such emergent building techniques through robotics. This affords us the opportunity to advance automation in construction in order to bring substantial advantages such as reducing cost and time on site, reducing risk related to unknown conditions, and reducing the risk of danger or injury. If full autonomy is attained, it can enable building in dangerous, remote, or otherwise challenging settings where construction is not currently feasible. When applied to architecture, it offers the possibility of conceptualizing the building process not as a binary distinction between construction and completion, but rather as an ongoing, persistently shifting response to variable high-level functional requirements.

On-Site Automation
Most evidence of robotic construction in the built environment comes in the form of off-site prefabrication with stationary robotic arms, which do not easily lend themselves to construction sites. The conventional understanding of robotics in the AEC industry tends not to consider other classes of robots that would be better suited to construction sites; for example, the Rob|Arch conference is explicitly focused on industrial arms (Rob|Arch 2014). On-site construction is typically changeable and prone to found conditions, and therefore also not typically suited to preplanned routines. Though challenging, on-site automation could enable a broad new range of building practices. The use of aerial robots in construction is starting to receive more attention; UAVs are currently being used on site for surveying, and are in development for light construction tasks (Augugliaro 2014). However, the industry tends to overlook other classes of robots, such as cable-driven robots or climbing robots, which could be more impactful than aerial robots for contemporary building practices (Sousa 2016).

Swarm Robotics
The AEC industry, being typically risk-averse, has little precedent for innovative solutions for large-scale on-site automation, so we turn to biology for inspiration (Figure 2). The two features discussed above, responsiveness to environmental conditions and agent mobility, are well-addressed by the swarm approach. Beyond merely automating existing construction practices, looking at the ways that collectives build in nature suggests a new process-model for building, inviting new control methods, construction methods, and construction machinery to challenge existing models.

While a number of classes of robots might be conducive to on-site automation, climbing robots allow for a significant expansion in the viable building height over ground-based robots, and allow for greater local accuracy and more economical power consumption than aerial or cable-driven robots (Sousa 2016). We select reactive control over predetermined building sequences, as the former is more robust to environmental perturbations. Decentralized control is more attractive than centralized control, because requiring robots to report to a centralized system would limit both the workspace and the number of robots the central control could support. Instead, a decentralized system allows for building to continue, resilient to failure of any individual robot. Robotic agents are provided with high-level user-specified requirements instead of precise blueprints; this compromises the user’s design agency, but increases the likelihood that the high-level goal could be attained. Eventually, with increasing labor costs, increased safety concerns, and financial pressures, the AEC industry will almost certainly place more emphasis on distributed robots for on-site automation; one of the aims of this work is to push forward that required shift in thinking.

Irregular Environments
This research trajectory presents a theoretical framework for autonomous construction in general, though first applications may be specifically for disaster scenarios in particularly hostile environments (e.g., building a bridge across a chasm as described in Figure 1). We are interested in considering a broad range of
applications in the built environment, with a particular focus on
the challenges of autonomous building in unstructured terrains.
This requires the consideration of problems that largely have
not been previously addressed, such as maintaining stability
throughout an autonomous assembly sequence, which is the
primary focus of this research. If the default options of scaf-
dolding, formwork, or temporary bracing are not available, the
structure itself must always be self-stable.

A fully autonomous building system would need to operate
without supervision or intervention, and would need to pay
attention to forces at every step of construction in order to
ensure its resiliency to environmental hazards. Truss structures
have been identified as an ideal entry point to on-site construc-
tion automation, because they can span long distances without
requiring supplementary structures. However, if the desired
structures are not trivially stable, their construction requires
either anchoring or counterbalancing. Since we want to reduce
the risks associated with the unknown on-site environment and
the number of tasks that autonomous robots must manage, this
work assumes there is no preparation of the environment before
construction nor ability to anchor during construction, and
instead seeks to maintain overall stability through counterbal-
ancing. This affords the swarm the possibility of building sturdy
structures that conform to challenging topographies as opposed
to leveling them.

This conceptual shift towards unsupervised automation reopens
exciting opportunities to rethink building life cycles or revisit,
in a more serious way than previously possible, the feasibility
of adapting to changing environments or functional require-
ments. Furthermore, it is increasingly critical to recognize the
implications of impending automation, and, as architects and
experts on the built environment, work with engineers from a
fundamental level—or risk losing relevance in a world increasingly
shaped by automation. In this paper we present an approach for
maintaining stability during an autonomous building sequence
generated on the fly, generalize it to other geometries and
unstructured terrains, and show hardware that supports the
theory.

BACKGROUND

Distributed Robotics
Significant achievements relative to this research agenda can be
grouped into those pertaining to distributed robotics, responding
to forces, and on-site robotics. Research in robotics has produced
a variety of experimental hardware demonstrations (Figure 3),
with multiple autonomous robots building three-dimensional
structures, including climbing robots building with struts (Yun and
Rus 2008; Nigl et al. 2013) or blocks (Terada and Murata 2004;
Werfel et al. 2014), as well as flying robots building with struts
(Lindsey et al. 2011) or blocks (Willmann et al. 2012). These
research prototype systems are demonstrated in controlled labo-
atory environments, using highly specialized bespoke building
materials. The challenges to refining any such systems to work
reliably outside the lab, to build in natural environments using
common materials and without relying on the regularities or
tools available in their currently demonstrated test settings, are
very substantial. Furthermore, none of these examples consider
maintaining stability during construction.

Also of interest to this work is the notion of “digital materials,” a
discrete set of components that can connect in a finite set of
ways (Popescu 2009). Digital materials facilitate automation
by enforcing precision while increasing structural performance, when compared to analog assemblies. The construction processes in Figure 3 all qualify as digital materials with the exception of (D), in which the geometry does not encode a finite set of possible connections.

Responding to Forces
Recent years have witnessed a considerable amount of literature on experimental modal analysis (comparing on-site impact frequency response measurements against finite element models), but it is worth noting that these techniques cannot be applied to the domain considered in this research track because they require a priori knowledge of the topology. A smaller number of studies consider responding to forces during a building sequence.

An approach shown in Figure 4A considers forces in sequence, though still relying on centralized pre-planning (McEvoy et al. 2014). Previous work describes counterbalancing features that emerge from an evolutionary algorithm that seeks to satisfy a high-level goal of spanning a gap (Pollack et al. 1999). While the authors demonstrate the stability of the resulting final configurations, they do not consider stability at each step of the building sequence or the feasibility of building each candidate structure. Researchers have extended the principles established by Pollack et al. for the purpose of a single robot arm building a cantilever (Brodbeck and Iida 2014). They consider forces to guide an evolutionary algorithm for material distribution. They discuss the use of counterbalancing for unanchored structures and propose a stability criterion of checking whether the horizontal component of the center of mass is past the edge of the building platform. This is effective in their defined case but would not generalize to an irregular environment.

Otherwise there is little research on counterbalancing beyond conventional building practices where counterbalancing is formulaic and predetermined. Self-organized construction is a relatively new field that uniquely demands this research focus.

Robotics in the Built Environment
Though challenging, there are precedents for construction-site-ready robots (see Figure 5). A number of these examples do require the environment to be prepared ahead of time, but still present interesting solutions to circumventing the workspace limitations of stationary robots (Keating et al. 2017; Nan 2015; ICD/ITKE 2017; Dierichs and Menges 2012).

SIMULATIONS
A number of different approaches were executed in simulation with the intent of evaluating our hypothesis that paying attention to local forces will allow agents to autonomously build stable structures. Simulation work was first developed with finite
element models (Melenbrink et al. 2017) and further developed with a dynamic physics engine (Melenbrink and Werfel 2017). The objective of all simulations was to build a cantilever as far as possible, as if to bridge a gap, using decentralized robotic agents that respond to locally measured forces as cues. A previous consideration had been looking at vibrations to determine stability, but this technique was found to be noisy and unreliable. For reasons described in the introduction, we focus on truss structures. Horizontal cantilevers are an apt framework for exploring stability, as they are more challenging to keep stable than fully supported structures, and would be the first step in unsupervised bridge construction, which could be particularly useful in remote or difficult terrain. Typically, bridges in such unstructured environments require scaffolding or other supplemental structural support, but truss bridges could conceivably be built without the need for additional scaffolding. For structural stability, we choose the truss geometry to be a triangular lattice, with horizontal rows. This is broadly an efficient use of material layout with both bending and shear capacity. In this work, as a first step toward developing a theoretical foundation, we considered only building in a two-dimensional vertical plane. The truss (as shown in Figure 6) is composed of individual identical rigid struts and corresponding nodes as opposed to stable cellular units (see Figure 15), though we expect that the findings from the former will generalize to the latter (see the following section on Geometry and Sensing Extension). For physical plausibility, material assumptions were made based on existing, readily available construction materials. Nodes are assumed to be capable of receiving up to six struts and measuring axial and shear forces, as was previously demonstrated (Melenbrink and Werfel 2017).

In the system we propose, agents must be able to detect and prevent structural failures. In these simulations, we consider two types of failure: toppling into the chasm and local breaking. Breaking occurs when forces at a joint between a node and strut exceed predetermined maximum thresholds. Struts are considered rigid bodies that do not buckle, as the system was designed such that this would not be a driving failure mode. Ground support under the structure is assumed to be stable. We seek to use counterbalancing (as opposed to anchoring) to eliminate the otherwise inevitable failure mode of toppling into the gap, and also use local force measurements to prevent or delay the failure mode of breaking.

In these simulations, robots do not communicate directly with each other but indirectly, inspired by the biological phenomenon of stigmergy. The principle of stigmergy is that cues left in the environment by an agent influence subsequent actions of agents that encounter that cue. In our application, robots’ actions are affected by force readings they measure through the nodes of the structure, and their actions in turn affect forces throughout the structure. This approach removes the need for direct communication between robots, which therefore eliminates requirements for robots to stay in proximity to maintain connectivity, and avoids the challenges of mobile ad-hoc wireless networks in chaotic environments.

Simulation Environments
We developed two distinct simulation environments to study different aspects of system behavior. The first approximated rigid bodies with linear elements and used finite element analysis (FEA) for structural calculations (Melenbrink et al. 2017). Since FEA returns only overall static solutions, the calculations had to be reset and solved independently for every frame. This method provided significant detail at the element level. However, in order to accurately capture dynamic behavior such as friction against

6 Typical failure modes of (A) breaking and (B) toppling.

7 Snapshots of trials with procedurally generated irregular terrains. The blue spheres indicate the presence of an agent at a node.

8 Typical snapshots at the moment of failure for structures under (A) the “force-unaware” variant, (B) the “force-aware” variant (no counterbalancing), (C) the “preplanned balancing” variant (force-aware), and (D) the “reactive balancing” variant (force-aware). All failures included broken joints; in (A) joints typically broke early in the trial, in (B) joints tended to break while toppling, in (C) a joint was broken but the strut did not fall away, while in (D) the joint break happened to cause the strut to fall away, leading to a cascading failure.
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Accordingly, a second simulation environment was developed with Unity3D, which uses the NVIDIA PhysX 3.3 engine for rigid-body physics simulations. This simulation environment was better suited to capturing dynamic effects and interactions with an irregular terrain. Rigid-body dynamics is a branch of classical mechanics that focuses on systems of connected bodies and how they react to forces. Discrete bodies are assumed not to deform under applied loads, which simplifies calculations (thereby drastically reducing computational expense, as opposed to FEA or linear elastic models), and is more conducive to representing the discrete, rigid building elements presented here.

Rather than measuring local forces by querying the elastic deformation of node elements as needed with an FEA approach, the PhysX solver allows for direct querying of reaction forces between any two connected bodies. Irregular terrains are generated within the simulation environment for the trials that consider it. A new randomized terrain is generated with each trial, including features at various scales (Figure 7). The terrains are assigned physics properties including a collider and coefficient of friction, which the PhysX engine uses to calculate interactions between rigid bodies.

Baseline Algorithm

We first present a baseline algorithm for agent-based construction, which attempts to extend a cantilever without any regard for structural forces; it results in two distinct failure modes of breaking or toppling (see Figure 6). We then look at these two failure modes one at a time and propose algorithmic solutions to mitigate each. We propose that breaking can be forestalled by paying attention to local forces at every node encountered, and toppling can be forestalled by paying attention to the forces at the origin node. More detailed explanations of the algorithm and its variants are explained in prior work (Melenbrink and Werfel 2017).

Force Awareness

The baseline, “force-unaware” algorithm will eventually topple or break, though it tends to break before accruing enough mass to topple (see Figure 8A). Under the “force-aware” variant, agents disqualify any locomotion where the forces measured indicate that a potential structural failure might occur if the robot were to move down that strut. We ran repeated trials for both force-aware and force-unaware variants, for both anchored and resting conditions. The results of Figure 9 indicate that the proposed method of forestalling breakage was indeed successful—the length of cantilever achieved by “force-aware” agents was over twice that of the “force-unaware” agents.

Dynamic Counterbalancing

To prevent the structure from falling into the chasm when unanchored, we modify the algorithm so that agents build in a way that counterbalances the cantilever. They do this by adding material in other directions, using the weight distribution of the structure to provide stability. Two additional variants are tested, both with local force-awareness; preplanned counterbalancing, in which agents act to keep the structure balanced at all times, and reactive balancing, in which agents only add counterbalancing material when the structure is approaching overall instability.
For the latter variant, we found that looking at shear forces can provide cues for when to begin counterbalancing, but do not reliably capture when to cease or re-initiate counterbalancing routines (Melenbrink and Werfel 2017). A more useful heuristic was found by measuring the ratio of the axial reaction forces on struts at the origin node. If this value exceeds a certain quantity, agents inherit a likelihood that they will add counterbalancing material. Otherwise, agents maintain their default bias in the direction of the cantilever.

The "no balancing" variant will predictably topple into the chasm when the cantilever reaches a critical length that is shorter than the two other approaches. Both counterbalancing variants allow for further cantilevering by eliminating the failure mode of toppling; reactive counterbalancing performs best in terms of building furthest with the least material (see Figure 9). Future work will look at generalizing reactive counterbalancing to other geometries.

**HARDWARE**

To demonstrate key capabilities in a physical system, hardware prototypes were developed for an instrumented node-and-strut assembly and an autonomous strut-climbing robot. Previous work discusses these prototypes in detail (Melenbrink et al. 2017). In the following section, we generalize our force-sensing techniques to cellular geometries, which may be preferable to node-and-strut assemblies in some cases.

**Robot Design**

We present a design for an autonomous strut-climbing robot intended to work with the type of triangular lattice described in the Simulations section. The robot consists of two carriages capable of independently gripping struts, allowing transitions from one strut to another (Figure 11). The sequence by which a robot would use pogo pin connectors to attach to a node, measure its forces and save them to the EEPROM memory of the node's microprocessor are described in previous work (Melenbrink et al. 2017). The sequence for installing struts and zeroing sensors is also described. The robot was able to locomote along struts and autonomously transition from one to another; however, the reliability of these operations proved a challenge. Future work will look at redesigning the morphology of the robot.

**Sensor Design**

A key component of this work is a custom force-sensing method, which would be required for the kinds of building tasks explored in simulation. There are a number of reasons why strain gauges were deemed impractical for this application, and were abandoned in favor of simple force sensors. Strain gauges are difficult to install and calibrate uniformly over multiple elements, and...
This sensor was previously found to be effective at detecting small variations in applied load on a strut inserted into a socket, such as the one shown in Figure 13B (Melenbrink et al. 2017). This could be considered an early-stage hardware verification for the 2D system described in the Simulation section. However, due to the difficulties of a node-and-strut type system described in the Hardware section, it was deemed worthwhile to consider the possibility of construction with stable cellular units. In this section, we evaluate the same type of sensing system as applied to cellular units. The detailed design of the cellular unit itself is the subject of future work; for now we assume the use of the shape described in Figure 14. Further development will focus on this design in a more principled way—it should be structurally optimal, cost effective, able to facilitate robot locomotion, and should include a mechanical connection in addition to the magnets used for alignment.

Sensor Evaluation
The instrumented cellular unit described in Figure 14 was evaluated for its ability to reliably predict failures due to breaking by measuring two force sensors (as seen in Figure 15A). The microprocessor turns on its LED when a preset threshold in the difference between sensor readings is exceeded, indicating that the joint is in danger of breaking. We set this threshold value so that this warning occurred when the load was 2/3 of the value at which the joint would empirically break. To evaluate the reliability of both the warning signal and the joint strength, we conducted 20 trials, gradually increasing the load on the joint until failure (Figure 15). The applied load at which the warning state was triggered was 224 ± 18 g; the load at which the joint broke was 336 ± 4 g. The sensing system reliably predicted failure for all trials: the joint never broke before the LED lit, suggesting that such a system could indeed provide a method for identifying stressed joints before they break.

In future work, we will look at extending this sensor configuration to measure forces at the supply cache (similar to what is outlined in the Simulation section) in order to enable dynamic counter-balancing, which has been shown to be useful for maintaining overall stability.

FUTURE WORK
Further research will continue to consider simulation and hardware in tandem. In simulation, we will evaluate the affordances of node-and-strut vs. cellular construction systems, and systematically develop a method for determining safety factors that reliably prevent failures in changing conditions. The resiliency of the system will be rigorously studied in simulation, ensuring the system’s satisfactory response to environmental hazards such as sudden gusts of wind or unstable ground. We will attempt to generalize the principle that force-awareness allows for more stable construction to three-dimensional geometries. We expect

GEOMETRY AND SENSING EXTENSION
This sensor was previously found to be effective at detecting small variations in applied load on a strut inserted into a socket.
These preliminary models are snapshots in three-dimensional building sequences where force-aware robotic agents install cellular units such as described in Figure 14. Remote frequency "instruction beacons" are placed in the terrain and emit high-level distance-based instructions such as build a wall approximately 3 m away (red), don't build anything within 2 m (blue), or target for anchoring (purple). These instructions can be used independently or composited to form various structural typologies such as a bridge (A), canopy (B), wall (C) or hybrid (D). The resultant forms are emergent functions of the swarm's attempt to satisfy the requirements of the beacons while maintaining stability throughout the building sequence.

the results to still hold, as the prevailing failure mode is due to bending imposed by gravitational forces, which is already accounted for in the two-dimensional vertical plane. Another area for further investigation is on architectural-scale instantiations of the construction swarm in simulation. The Introduction section alluded to the possibilities of a persistently changing architecture that responds to high-level user-specified instructions, as opposed to specific blueprints. However, the formal articulation and structural affordances of such a system have yet to be explored. Figure 16 suggests some preliminary possibilities.

Future hardware development will consist of proposing a 3D construction system, either node-and-strut or cellular units. A new robotic agent will be co-designed to work in concert with the work-in-progress construction medium. Ultimately, the system should consist of a swarm of distributed robots and suitable construction materials, which would be able to reliably and autonomously assemble architectural structures that respond to high-level functional requirements while maintaining structural stability throughout the assembly.

While these are formidable challenges, in this paper we have demonstrated that one key step towards this goal, the use of force sensing and a corresponding control algorithm, is feasible, and could potentially be implemented on a variety of construction systems.
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